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Drama at CAN

THURSDAY

EVENTS

Miss Ladabebe

Instructed

Learn the Most Fascinating of All the New Dances

in Two Lessons for $2.00.

Majestic Hall

Wed. 8 P. M.

FOX TROT—New York's Craze

ATHLETIC QUESTION NEXT

ATHLETIC BOARD LOOKS FOR WAY TO BUILD STRUCTURE

Lambert's Future Uses of Ornamental Concrete

Lambert's Iowa Field

The question of a permanent concrete fence for Iowa field is under discussion by the athletic board.

The board feels there is a definite need for such a facility, and has been urged for some time by the student body.

A substantial concrete fence has been recommended by the athletic board, but nothing has yet been accomplished.

B. J. Lambert, of the engineering college, has drawn up plans for an ornamental concrete fence which is to be both high and which may be constructed at a cost of approximately $1,000, a running foot. In

question with this scheme Professor Lambert suggests that concrete posts with grooves on two opposite sides may be made in the large blocks and the interstices filled in with concrete slabs brought from some larger concrete concerns and shipped here. The idea of building the Iowa field on the site of the present stadium is not to be considered, as it is not to be employed for recreation and expansion.

The Cedar Rapids and Iowa City interurban company is under consideration, and the university is to construct an ornamental concrete fence to Iowa field at the foot of Washington street, which it has agreed to do at any time the university requests. Plans for this in the end have been drawn, and approved. The university does not wish to install the gate until it is ready to be used, therefore at the present time the fence for the athletic field also includes the erection of several more concrete barriers on the back side of the field, bringing the seating capacity of the concrete stands up to 4,600 people.

ECONOMIES

GROSS PLANTS CONSISTENTLY

Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. 7.—-Sunday plays most consistent game against George and was priced fairly

by bentheart.

CASH IN FIRST FIELD WORK

Financial economies existed in the way of the plan, however, when the matter was up before the finance committee it was agreed that the university pay a part of the expense rather than the athletic association.

It is proposed to put on foot a campaign among the alumni for the financial aid.

CLARA BOW"
The German Side of the War

Films taken by the Chicago Tribune's Staff Photographer who by special permission was allowed to accompany the Teuton hosts.

ONLY ONE DAY
AT THE
Princess Theatre
Wednesday, Oct. 27
UNDER MANAGEMENT OF GUST MARLAS
Admission 10c to all

BONWIT TELLER Etc. & Co.
The Specialty Shop of Organizations
FIFTH AVENUE AT 234TH STREET
NEW YORK

"Jeunes Filles" Fashions
Exclusive and Unusual Types in Dress for the College Miss

The models presented express youth, and in symbol simplicity in every motif and line. Sophistication and maturity are absent, and spirit ever present in accord with the ideal ideals and ideals established by the celebrated courtiers to the "Jeunes Filles."

Everything in apparel for College, Sports & Formal Wear from Hats to Boots from Undergarments to Outergarments.

You are cordially invited to visit the Bonwit Teller & Co. shop when in New York and to correspond on matters of Fashion.

NIFTY SHOES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
$4.00 GRADES $2.50
Ladies' $5.00 Specials $2.75
Mens $5.00 Specials $2.95

These are the pick of New York
A. Abramsohn "Two Fifty"
Iowa City $2.50 Shoe Parlor, 189 E. Washington St.
over College Inn—Look for the Blue and White Sign
GROSS was the Most Consistent Ground Gainer Against Minnesota
You can come to my Jewelry Shop and we'll pick something out for you as a reward.

O'BRIEN'S JEWELRY STORE

"Keep Time for Iowa"
Everything in the Jewelry Line

Money Made While you Eat
Buy Your Groceries, Cheese, Coffee and Preserves of
A. E. Gelberg & Co., Chicago
And Cut Down One half the Price of Your Necessities.

Jefferson Billiard Hall and Barber Shop
C. A. Schmidt, Prop.
Iowa City, Iowa

MOOSE HALL FOR RENT FOR PARTIES
FORMERLY SUEPPEL'S AUDITORIUM
Enquirer Jo. Murphy, Phone 68 or 377
Other College Girl Dresses as low as $7.50

WHAT A BARGAIN! 51 TO 151

(Continued from page 1)

for the dance tomorrow. The Minne-
nesota 6, Iowa 6. Minnesota falls at
goal.

Minnesota kicked off to Iowa's 15
yard line. Iowa returns kick all the
way to Iowa's 29-yard line. Iowa
makes those points. Through Minnes-
to's right end, and Kerwick near back
yards Iowa's 25-yard line. Iowa
makes five yards for no gain. Kerwick
meets Iowa's 19-yard line. Kerwick
kick to Iowa's 25-yard line. Iowa
kicks off to Iowa's 25-yard line. Iowa
follows Kerwick with Iowa's 19-yard
line. Iowa's 25-yard line. Iowa's
fourth down Kerwick
kicked. Minnesota野led into Iowa's
yard. Kerwick kicks to Iowa's 25
yard line. Iowa returns kick all the
way over Iowa's 1-yard line. Iowa
scores Iowa's 7-yard line. Iowa's
18-yard line. Iowa's 12-yard line.
Iowa's 10-yard line. Iowa's 5-yard
line. Iowa's 1-yard line. Iowa's 0
yard line.

Iowa kicks off. Minnesota returns
to middle of field. Iowa penalized 15
yards for false start. Minnesota
penalties 15 yards for holding.
Minnesota forward pass incomplete.
Iowa takes kick on punt. Iowa's 1-
yard line. Iowa's 6-yard line. Iowa's
three plays take time out. No goal.
Minnesota 11, Iowa 9.
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